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Mtermative exchange-rate regimes, the EMU, 
and Sweden: the fiscal constraints 

Ronald 1. ~cl[<lnnon* 

This paper analyzes the benefits and costs for a European country of 
joining the EMU, that is, giving up money-issuing authority at the 
national level in favor of a common currency. I t  assesses the fiscal 
constraints on any European national government that loses its 
money-issuing authority by loohng at the debt positions of American 
state governments. Could joining EMU provolie a self- fulfihng fiscal 
crisis? What fiscal adjustment would countries lilte Sweden have to 
malie? For those countries deciding not to join the EMU, or if the 
EhlU fails to materialize, a new system of fixed-exchange parities be- 
comes necessary. What should these new exchange-rate mechanisms 
(ERMs) look like? 

This paper then suggests new rules of the game--ERM II-for 
the relations between the currencies of the out countries and the euro. 
I t  develops new rules of the game--ERM 111-for replacing existing 
European monetary arrangements if EMU fails to come into exis- 
tence. I t  ends by introducing the concept of virtual exchange-rate 
stability. Under either ERh1 II or EWhI 111, could a country avoid an 
inadvertent competitive devaluation even when a self-fulfilling 
speculative attack forces it to suspend its parity obligation? 
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Alternative exchange-rate regimes, the 
EMU, and Sweden: 
the fiscal constraints 

Ronald 
A key pohtical question faclng Sweden is whether to join the EMU. 
Without linovlrlng whether the definitive Stage Three of the EMU 
with the introduction of the euro will proceed on January 1 ,  1999 as 
planned, the Swedish parhament must make a decision in the autumn 
of 1997. But even if Sweden decides not to join the EMU at the out- 
set, the Swedish government is still committed to fulfihng the hIaas- 
tricht Agreement's fiscal and monetary goals for converging with 
those of its European trading partners. 

Suppose first that E,illU does materialize. France, Germany, and 
Benelux and possibly other European countries establish a common 
currency among themselves: the euro becomes their sole money. To 
properly assess the advantages and disadvantages of Sweden's jolning 
E,MU, thls paper lays out a menu of exchange-rate and monetary op- 
tions and the associated fiscal constraints. What would be the benefits 
and costs if Sweden decided to joln, and what fiscal and other meas- 
ures would it h a ~ ~ e  to take to ensure that the benefits exceed the 
costs? If Sweden stays out, what should the range of variation be- 
tween the Swedish crown and euro be--from the Swedish perspec- 
tive and to alleviate the European concern with possible competitive 
devaluations of the crown? 

In short, when national monies remain in separate circulation, some 
land of cooperative monetary regime for establishing bands of ex- 
change-rate variation will still be necessary. This E,RM I1 would apply 
to all European countries who defer their date for joining E,MU. 

The new exchange-rate mechanism would be based on central 
rates around which margins for fluctuations would be set. The 
euro would be the anchor of what would in practice be an 
asymmetrical system. Thus there would be no basket unit and 
no divergence indicator. Intervention would be obligatory on 
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both parties when a margin is reached, backed up by corre- 
sponding credit facilities. But neither the European Central 
Bank (ECB) nor the central banks in charge of the other cur- 
rencies in the new mechanism, would be committed to sup- 
porting currencies if t h s  ,confhcted with their primary objective 
of maintaining price stabiliiy (The Council of the European Union, 
Brussels, 4 June 1996). 

Alternatively, if the EMU fails, what new multilateral exchange-rate 
arrangements among European countries-Sweden included-would 
be desirable? If the European common market is to be preserved, 
countries outside any exchange-rate agreement need to be constrained 
from devaluing in real terms against a more stable inner core, and the 
stable inner core must coordinate its monetary policies to anchor an 
(almost) common price level. Even high exchange-rate volatility per 
se, not necessarily accompanied by persistent undervaluation, would 
interfere with economic integration. Since 1991, exchange-rate vola- 
tility has already upset trade in European agriculture products. 

This paper reviews and discusses: 
@ The state of academic thinhng-more accurately, academic pessi- 

mism since the exchange-rate turmoil of 1 9 9 2 - 9 h n  whether 
fixed exchange rates within narrow hard bands, where national 
currencies remain in separate circulation, are even feasible. Even if 
a country's secular inflation rate does not differ significantly from 
those of its trading partners, an insightful new line of 
thought---described later on--suggests that currency crises can be 
self-fulfihng over the course of normal business cycle fluctuations. 
Unless the country moves forward to full-scale monetary union, or 
backward to reimpose exchange controls on capital account, the 
new view has it that such a country will be subject to speculative 
attacks on its exchange rate that are often successful. 

@ The fiscal constraints on an individual country joining EMU, and 
then on managing its public finances subsequently. Do these fiscal 
constraints bind differently in a full-scale monetary union as com- 
pared to a somewhat weaker, but still serious, fixed exchange-rate 
agreement? The case for Sweden and other countries that join the 
EhlU hinges on whether the necessary fiscal adjustments can be 
made. If they are made, would the benefits of joining EMU exceed 
the costs? The experience of state governments within the Xmeri- 
can monetary union turns out to be very instructive. 
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B If the EMU succeeds, but a few individual E,U countries opt out 
(at least initially), a version of E,RlZ/I 11 could still apply to ensure 
v i~z '~a l  exchange stability-where any lapses from traditional euro 
parities are only temporary. 
h proposed new and improved version of the old E,uropean 
Monetary Mechanism-ERM 111-if the EMU fails altogether. By 
rationalizing Germany's special position as the monetary anchor, 
and allowing greater flexibility in managing monetary affairs In the 
other member countries, ERM 111, unlike its unhappy predecessor, 
could sustain virtual exchange stability indefinitely. 

1. The impossibiliey of fixed exchange rates between 
national currencies with free capital mobility 

Here 1s a brief review of the sources of exchange-rate turmoil wlthin 
the old ERVI in the 1990s: Under the Single European Act of 1986, 
the then members of the E U  removed their remaining capital controls 
in 1987-while pledging to keep exchange rates fixed henceforth. 
This proved to be a bridge too far. Speculative attacks against the ex- 
change-rate pegs in 1992 and 1993 forced some members out of the 
Emf while others had to accept dramatically wider exchange-rate 
bands-from + 2.25 percent to a virtually meaningless 15 percent 
band. The British, Itahan, Spanish, and Swedish currencies depreci- 
ated about 20 percent or more against the German mark in real terms, 
and the French franc was unsettled+lthough negligible actual de- 
valuation occurred. 

All too easily, one can draw strong lessons from these unfortunate 
episodes. Several writers, most particularly Eichengreen (I  993), ar- 
gued that fixed exchange rates can only be secured by complete 
monetary unification under a common currency. Portes (1 993) puts 
thls now prevailing view most strongly: "Permanently fixed exchange 
rates 1s an oxymoron." 

In the absence of capital controls, official par values for exchange 
rates between national currencies will invite speculative attacks that 
eventually undermine the currency pegs themselves. 

In  their paper provocatively entitled "The Mirage of Fixed Ex- 
change Rates", Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) survey exchange-rate re- 
glmes throughout the world and find that only five mqor countries 
succeeded in maintaining a fixed exchange rate--defined as a band 
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with k 2  percent margins-for as long as five years up to June 1, 
1995. They are Hong lcong, Thailand, and Saudi Arabia against the 
US ,  dollar and Austria and the Netherlands against the German 
mark. An example of a small country is Luxembourg against the Bel- 
gian franc. Obstfeld and Rogoff conclude: 

The strihng conclusion is that, aside from small tourism 
economies, oil sheikdoms, and highly dependent principalities, 
there is literally only a handful of economies in the world today 
that have continuouslj~ maintained tightly fixed exchange rates 
against aq carreng for five years or more (p. 87). 

The failure of the EU countries to secure their exchange rates 
against speculative attack in the 1990s seems to vindicate this new 
wisdom. Going one step further, Eichengreen (1993) argues that the 
gains from having a common currency are not that great anyway. 
Among other things, lower level national governments would be in- 
hibited from taking counter-cyclical action against region-specific 
downturns; while the taxes and expenditures by the EA central gov- 
ernment remain too small to provide automatic regional stabilization.' 
In contrast, the U.S. federal government's much larger flow of reve- 
nues and expenktures substantialy cushons downturns in American 
regional incomes (Sala-i-Martin and Sachs, 1992). Thus Eichengreen 
concludes (p. 1353): 

There is no technical reason why a single currency is required to 
reap the benefits of a single market. In principle, factor- and 
product-market integration can proceed under floating ex- 
change rates as well as under a common currency ... * 

Eichengreen also criticized the Maastricht Agreement for not specifying hour the 
putative European Central Bank's open.market and discounting operations would 
be conducted, that is, whch financial instruments would be chosen to a~roid dis- 
criminating against one country or another. Responsibility for the prudential super- 
vision for community-wide banking institutions was left in limbo. 

But Eichengreen's position on the compatibihty of floating exchange rates with 
economic integration is questionable. After 1993, the French government petitioned 
the EU court to compensate French exporters for losses stemming from the com- 
petitive-albeit forced4evaluations of their neighbors. Although in 1096, the 
court ruled against the French position, the burgeoning unemployment in France 
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In effect, the new wisdom goads authorities to push forward to the 
common-currency ideal without an exit option, to maintain quasi- 
fixed exchange rates by reimposing capital controls, or to live with 
virtually no-par floating-perhaps within very wide soft bands. And it 
suggests that the common currency ideal is not all that worthwhile. 
"the one alternative that is not viable is fixed exchange rates between 
distinct national currencies" (Eichengreen, p 1354). 

What is the theoretical basis for this new impossibility theorem? 

1.1 Self-fulfiuing exchange-rate crises 

The old literature on speculative attacks (Salant and Henderson, 1978; 
IQugman, 1979) presumed that the monetary fundamentals were not 
right for preserving a fixed exchange rate. Indeed, IGugman began his 
analysls by assuming an unsustainable expansion of central bank 
credit by one of the countries. Because a speculative attack was obvi- 
ously inevitable if monetary conditions did not change, the theoretical 
problem in the old crisis models was simply one of priming down 
when it would occur. 

But the theoretical basis for the new crisis models-nd corre- 
sponding deep pessimism over the viability of fixed exchange 
rates-is quite different. LKTriters in thls new vein start with the pre- 
sumption that monetary and current-account fundamentals could be 
more or less right, with no shortage of exchange resenTes or credit 
lines for defending the fixed exchange rate. Even so, this new wisdom 
has it that any country, with an independently circulating money, may 
still be vulnerable to a se@fu&IIing speculative attack on its exchange 
rate.? 

ICrugman (1996) neatly summarizes the essential elements of the 
new approach. Although the government normally would prefer to 
honor its prior commitment to a fixed exchange rate, in reality politi- 
cians need to minimize a more complex social-loss function if they 
are to stay in office. For example, an unexpected cyclical downturn 
could lead both to an upsurge in unemployment when wages are 
sticky and to a burgeoning of the government's debt and deficit posi- 

was clear evidence that these devaluations had put severe stress on the common 
market itself. 
?This new \-iew seems to hare a long genesis. But recent statements of self-fulfilling 
exchange rate crises, which include lengthy citations to other writers, are Obstfeld 
(1 994), E,ichengreen ei a/. (1 99.5) and Ozkan and Sutherlarld ( 1995). 
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tion, as with Sweden in 1990-1992. A devaluation ca~z monetary ex- 
pansion could be seen and indeed was seen in the Swedish case as 
simultaneouslj7 stimulating economic activity to mitigate the unem- 
ployment problem and the fiscal deficit. 

The higher the cost of remaining with a fixed exchange rate (the 
steeper the economic downturn), the greater the depreciation that the 
markets come to expect. The defense of the exchange rate then re- 
quires an even sharper increase in nominal interest rates. But with 
domestic prices and wages fairly sticky, the consequential increase in 
real interest rates impedes recovery of the private economy. Public 
debt could then spiral upward because (1) the government's primary 
deficit increases from the fall in net tax revenue, and because (2) 
service charges on the public debt escalate when it is rolled over at 
the higher interest rates. Item 2 can be particularly acute if the ma- 
turity structure of the debt is very short. As IGugman (1996) and the 
others point out, when everyone expects depreciation sooner or later, 
it becomes increasingly expensive not to depreciate. Although probing 
attacks against the currency to test the governments resolve need not 
initially be successfu^ul, the economic costs cumulate and eventually 
become overwhelming. 

Again, the Swedish story nicely illustrates the more general theory 
behind the new wisdom. After a boom that had overheated the econ- 
omy by the late 1980s, the property crash and associated banhng cri- 
ses of 1990-1991 provoked a cyclical downturn in the Swedish econ- 
omy and uncovered larger than expected public-sector deficits. 

The basket peg for the Swedish crown exchange rate was subject 
to probing attacks during 1990-1992. (Initially, the basket was 
weighted more toward the dollar, but after May 1991, the crown was 
pegged to the ecu, with the mark getting a heavier direct and indirect 
weight.) By 16 September, 1992, the Rzksbank could only beat back a 
strong speculative attack by increasing overnight interest rates to an 
extraordinary 500 percent-now a very well-publicized landmark in 
the annals of international hance!  But by impeding Sweden's recov- 
ery and by increasing debt service costs, this high-interest strategy 
proved too costly. So when another attack came two months, later on 
19 November, the Rzksbank rather quietly gave up and floated the 
currency. By year end, the crown had depreciated by 15 percent 
against the ecu, and by the end of 1993 it had depreciated another 9 
percent. 
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Sweden is not the only example of the new wisdom to which vari- 
ous authors point. From the late 1780s to the early 1770s, Britain, It- 
aly, Spain, and to a lesser extent France went through very slmilar cy- 
cles of boom and bust (see Figures l a  and 2a), followed by frantic 
attempts to defend their exchange rates with the core European cur- 
rencies. This proved expensive regarding lost output and lost ex- 
change reserves, and self-fulfihng speculative attacks led to the effec- 
tive breakdown of the ERIM in 1992-1773 (Figure 3). Without con- 
trols over International capltal movements, and in the face of normal 
business-cycle fluctuations, the new theory has it that no fixed ex- 
change-rate regime can be easily sustained short of full-scale monetary 
integration. 

Figure la. Output gap (annual observations) 

+FRANCE ITALY SPAIN +SWEDEN +U.K. 

-6 

Source: OECD Ecoizomic Oui/ook, 58, Dec. 1995, ,innex Table 11 (199.5 preliminarl-). 

1.2 A new theory of secular economic stagnation? 

This new view of self-fulfilling currency crises helps explain ongoing 
economic stagnation in Europe. Suppose, in the absence of either 
tight controls on capital account or full monetary integration, a group 
of countries attempts to mutually peg their exchange rates by choos- 
ing one country's currency as the anchor and nami~ail-e. In  the simplest 
format, they might all peg directly to the center currency. This asym- 
metry in currency arrangements implies that all but the center country 
will be vulnerable to speculative attacks on their exchange rates. From 
time to time, they must raise their interest rates sharply, or devalue, or 
some combination of the two. 
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Figure lb. Output gap (annual observations) 

-+AUSTRIA GERMANY +NETHER. 

6 

-6 

Source: OECD Econo?nzc Outlook, 58 Dec. 1995, Annex Table 11 (1995 prelim~nary) 

Understanding this vulnerability, international portfolio managers 
will demand a permanently higher interest rate for holding securities 
not denominated in the center country's currency. Part of this interest 
differential with the center country, say Germany, is compensation 
for expected devaluation against the mark-possibly amortized over a 
long period of time. But another substantial part is a risk premium. 
The timing of any devaluation is uncertain, and the whole term 
structure of interest rates in any peripheral country is more volatile. 
Even if not successful, speculative attacks will conunually roil the pe- 
ripheral country's interest rates and will thus increase the risk seen 
from holding securities denominated in that currency. Their interest 
rates must then increase by more than any anticipated devaluation. 

This problem of risk premia in the interest rates of o a t  countries 
was nicely illustrated by market reactions to the announcement on 
August 28, 1996 by Mr. Erik asbrink, Sweden's Finance ~Wnister who 
was supported by the Prime Minister, that the EMU carried both dis- 
advantages as well as advantages, and that Sweden could delay a deci- 
sion on membership. 

Financial markets reacted immediately, seeing Mr. a s -  
brink's comments as a retreat in the face of strong opposi- 
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tion to EMU among the ruling Social Democrats and the 
public. Long-term bond yields rose by 100 basis points to 
8.135 per cent and the crown weakened against the Ger- 
man mark (Financial Timw, August 29,1996) 

Subsequently, Mr. Asbunk's successful efforts to reduce Swedish fis- 
cal deficits (as if he wanted to fulfil!. the Maastricht conditions any- 
way) have, in late 1996 and early 1997, caused Swedish interest rates 
to fall sharply. 

Figure 2a. Unemployment rates (annual observations) 

+FRANCE ITALY SPAIN +SWEDEN +U.K. 

Source: OECD Ecouolizic OutLook, 58 Dec. 199.5, Annex Table 21 (199.5 preliminary). 

Figure 2b. Unemployment rates (annual observations) 

+AUSTRIA GERMANY +NETHER. 

25 

COMTCP: OECD E C O I ~ O ~ I C  Oi'lt/ook, 58, Dec. 1995, Annex Table 21 (1995 prehminar~). 
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The center country---or those few countries that have virtually in- 
tegrated their monetary policies with the center's-is relatively im- 
mune from this problem. Because the center country formulates its 
monetary policy independently and largely ignores speculative pres- 
sure coming through the foreign exchanges, it enjoys lower interest 
rates on average. The Netherlands and Austria-two countries on 
Obstfeld and Rogofi's short list of successful fixers-have succeeded 
in integrating their monetary policies with that of Germany in a 
credible fashion, and thus enjoy similarly low interest rates. Figures 4a 
and 5a show Dutch and Austrian short- and long-term interest rates 
that track German rates remarkably closely. Since 1989, France has 
done almost as well in keeping the franc close to the mark (Figure 3) 
so that its long-term interest differential with Germany became less 
than a percentage point (Figure 5a). 

Figure 3. Nominal exchange rates vs. German mark, 
1990 QP = 100 (quarterly observations) 

+FRANCE ITALY SPAIN +SWEDEN 
+ U.K. AUSTRIA +NETHER. 

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

J'ozirce: I51F International Financial Statistics CD ROM, Mar. 1996, line rf 

Before 1996, other EU countries had long-term interest rates 
about 1 to 4 percentage points higher than those in Germany-s 
Figure 5b shows for Sweden, Spain, Britain, and Italy. The resulting 
burden on the public finances of theses peripheral countries was one 
reason for economic stagnation in Europe. (Subsequently, their 
strenuous efforts to meet the Maastricht fiscal conditions, and the 
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increased probabihty that the EIClU might succeed, caused these risk 
premia to decline dramatically in 1996 into 1997.) 

Rut there are also other reasons for the stagnation in Europe, Ar- 
thritic labor markets in all European countries may be more impor- 
tant. Indeed, the risk-premium argument and the arthritic-labor ar- 
gument are related. A country such as Sweden, which has occasionally 
allowed nominal labor costs to climb too high, temporarily escaped 
stagnation by devaluing as in 1977, 1981-1982, and 1992-1993. By 
joining the EMU, Sweden would close this escape valve, which could 
be costly in employment rates even if the risk premium in Swedish 
interest rate came down. 

In summary, the literature on self-fulfilling currency crises pro- 
vides an important new macroeconomic argument in favor of a small 
country such as Sweden joining the EMU to reduce the risk premium 
in its interest rates. The traditional macroeconomic argument for 
joining the EMU is to anchor the domestic price level more securely 
so that inflationary expectations and nominal interest rates can be re- 
duced. (Of course, the conventional microeconomic arguments for 
the EMU of improving the efficiency of trade and Investment by 
eliminating exchange-rate risk remain important.) But by early 1996, 
most European inflation rates-Sweden's included--are close to 
Germany's. Thus arguing for the EMU to reduce the interest risk 
premium would seem to carry more weight than the traditional argu- 
ment for reducing the threat of inflation. 

2. Debts and deficits in a monetary union: 
fiscal lessons from the United States 

For monetary union in Europe to succeed, the fiscal conditions must 
be right. Otherwise, self-fulfilling currency crises could increaxe risk 
premia in the interest rates on bonds issued by those highly indebted 
European governments that choose to join the EICIU. To throw light 
on this important point, let us compare the debt positions of Euro- 
pean nation states to those of states within the American monetary 
union. 

The overhang of national debt in Earopean economies now aver- 
ages more than 70 percent of GDP (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Maastricht definition general government gross public 
debta in Europe (as a percentage of GDP) 

a General government gross debt accorhng to the definition under the Maastricht Treaty is 
based on estimates in national currencies provided by the Commission of the European 
Communities for 1990 and projected fonvard in line with the OECD Secretariat's grojectiorl 
for general government financial balances and GDP. These data may hffer from the gross 
financial liabilities figures in OECD Economic Outluok. 

b Pre-h'laasticht definition of general government gross debt in the OECD Economic Olit/uuk. 

Source: OECD Ecunomic Outlook, June 1996. 

Before any member country could enter the putative common cur- 
rency arrangement, the target ceiling negotiated at Maastricht was 
only 60 percent. Fiscal conditions among the member countries are 
very chfferent--as Table 1 also indicates. The ratio of debt to GDP is 
close to, or over, 100 percent for Belgium, Greece, and Italy. Why 
might even Maastricht's rules of thumb-keeping debt ratios below 60 
percent, current fiscal deficits below 3 percent, and inflation negligible 
be insufficient to prevent currency crises after the EMU? 

Once accumulated at this high level with no prospect for system- 
atic retirement, public-sector debts can only be safely managed if the 
government in question retains ownership of its central bank. For a 
substantially indebted national government, control over its own 
central bank confers two major advantages for debt management: 
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1. In the short run, major rollovers of existing debt are less risky if 
the central bank acts as the government's banker, that is, it pro- 
vides liquidity to the market should sometlung go awry. 

2. In the long run, the perceived risk of outright default becomes 
negligible because the government owns the means of settlement 
on its own debt. Thus the real interest cost of government debt fi- 
nance is reduced. 

Together, items 1 and 2 senTe to reduce the rlsk of a run on a hlghly 
indebted national government. 

The risk of future inflation and exchange-rate devaluation should 
be distinguished from the risk of outright default and debt repudia- 
uon. Joining a common currency might reduce inflation nsli and 
eliminate the fear of future devaluation. But it could increase default 
risk at the national level. Why? 

When the national government owns its own central bank, every- 
body knows that, in a crlsis, the government can always print money, 
that IS, use the inflation tax to pay interest and principal and thus 
avoid outright default on the face value of its  obligation^.^ Because 
easy (potenttal) access to monetary seigniorage greatly reduces any rlsk 
of outr~ght default, the government that owns the central bank can 
pre-empt the national capital market to Issue treasury securities at 
lower interest rates than can h~gh-quality private borrowers whose 
debt is also denominated in the national currency. Unlike the nauonal 
government, private companies are subject to commercial risk, that is, 
the threat of bankruptcy. And holders of private securities (or those 
of local governments) face the same inflation risk as do holders of 
claims on the national government. 

Consequently, in any country wlth an independent fiat money sys- 
tem, central government bonds are considered to be the safest finan- 
cial instruments denominated in the natlonal currency.5 In the US.,  

"part from the inflation tax, some residual incentive for a surprise default-r 
capital lex-y---on the national debt might remain if the government perceives that 
traditional methods of tax finance are becoming too expensive and too distortionary 
(Alesina et al., 1992). While certainly true in principle, such a default has, to my 
Imo.vc~ledge, almost never occurred historically by any government that had access to 
the printing press. Hence, I am treating this form of default risk to be negligible 
because governments will inflate before repudiating their debt outright. 
jThe situation could be quite different if there were an external convertibility con- 
straint on domestic money issue, as under a full-fledged gold standard like that pre- 
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the highest grade , M A  corporate bonds usually pay an interest rate a 
percentage point or so higher than on long-term U.S. Treasury bonds. 
And B-grade corporate bonds pay about 2 percentage points higher 
while unratedyank bonds may pay 3 or 4 percentage points or more. 
After allowing for tax differences, interest on the debt of American 
state and local governments is also substantially higher than that on 
federal debt. Because the U.S. federal government has a soft budget 
constraint on issuing debt ex ante, it also has very high federal debt 
outstanding expost (Table 2)-in the mode of European national gov- 
ernments (Table 1). 

Table 2. U.S. government gross debt (as a percentage of GNP) 

J'uurce: Advisory Conlmission on Inter-Governmental Relatioris (ACIR) "Significant Features 
of Fiscal Federalism," Washmgton, D.C. 1994. 

L?iote: Gross debt used by the ACIR dlffers somewhat from the OECD and hlaastncht defi- 
mtlons. 

More remarkable about Table 2 is the very low level of debt (as a 
share of GNP) of American state and local governments. Together 
state and local debt (because the localities are owned by the states, it 
makes sense to consolidate their debt positions) amounts to about 16 

vailing before 1914. Then national governments, even if they owned their own cen- 
tral bank, were highly constrained in their abhty to issue debt to cover current con- 
sumption, that is, they were effectively disciplined by the capital markets. 
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percent of GNP, and this ratio has been stable since the 1920s. On 
contrast, since the late 1970s, the U.S. federal government's debt has 
ballooned to more than 65 percent of GNP, as have most European 
national debts.) 

Figure 4a. Short-term interest rates (quarterly observations) 

+GERMANY AUSTRIA +NETHER. + FRANCE 

11 4 

Source: IhIF International Financial Statistics CD R051 ,  Mar. 1996, line 6Ob, 
money-market rate. 

Figure 4b. Short-term interest rates (quarterly observations) 

+ GERMANY SPAIN +SWEDEN +U.M. +ITALY 
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Soi~i-ce. IhIF Internauonal Flnanc~ai Statistics CD RObI,  June 1996, h e  (,Oh, 
moner-marliet rate. 
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American states, many of which are bigger than European nation 
states, are sovereign entities that are remarkably independent finan- 
cially. They are constitutionally constrained from taxing (or interfering 
with) interstate commerce and foreign trade. Otherwise, state gov- 
ernments choose their own methods of taxation and are free to bor- 
row as much or as little as they can from the capital markets. In addi- 
tion, they do not receive unrestricted grants or revenue sharing from 
the central government.6 

Unlike German Lander or Canadian provinces, the wealthier Ameri- 
can states do not make equalization payments to poorer ones. On  the 
contrary, there is vigorous tax competition among them. 

American state governments neither own nor influence the Federal 
Reserve Bank and have long since lost the power to charter note- 
issuing commercial banks or to force commercial banks to lend to 
them. So state and municipal bonds carry significant default risk on 
interest, or principal, or both. When issued in the domestic American 
capital markets (for tax reasons, they are not sold to foreigners), they 
are subject to the same strict credt ratings as are private bond issues. 

For example, when California began to run current deficits in 
1991-1993, its bonds were quickly downgraded from AAA to A. De- 
spite the state's economy having fallen into recession, the legislature 
met in a crisis atmosphere to vote in curbs on current expenditures 
and to raise taxes. But because of tax competition from other states, 
much of the adjustment had to fall on reducing expenditures. If the 
legislature had not acted promptly to stem the fiscal bleeding, not 
only would California's bonds be downgraded further (with a signifi- 
cant increase in interest costs), but the state could have faced absolute 
capital rationing: no credible interest rate would exist at which it 
could sell more bonds. 

True, 49 out of the 50 states have some l n d s  of statutory or con- 
stitutional restraint on running current deficits. Some restraints are 
mainly cosmetic, and some are fairly strong. But they were not im- 
posed by the federal government or any outside agency like, sap, the 
national bond council in Australia. Rather they were initiated in the 
1840s after a series of defaults had undermined the credit ratings of 
several states-nd had even imperiled the credit standing of those 

"xcept for some specific entitlement programs (such as medical care for the indi- 
gent) that are administered by each state government on a cost-sharing basis with 
the federal government. 
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that had not defaulted. Self-imposed legal limitations on borrowing 
were necessary to restore the credit standing of old states and to give 
newly created ones standing in the credit markets. These legal re- 
straints were, and remain, an endogenous response to capital-market 
stringency. 

Table 3 shows that the variance of the combined state and local 
debts (on a per capita basis) across states is not high. 

Putting aside the District of Columbia, which is not a state but 
rather a municipal extension of the federal government, and the state 
of Alaska with a tiny population that has mortgaged its future oil pro- 
duction to borrow rather heavily, in 1992, state-local indebtedness 
ranges-from a high of USD 6,427 in New Yorle-to a low of about 
USD 1,900 in Mississippi and Idaho. 

The mean state-local indebtedness nationwide was just USD 3,847 
in 1992, that is, 16.1 percent of per capita GNP. Because New York 
has a higher nominal per capita income than Mississippi or Idaho, the 
range of state-local indebtedness as a share of state GNP is even less 
than these dollar figures would suggest. The upshot seems to be that 
the capital market for state and municipal bonds has been a remarka- 
bly good disciplinarian in restricting debt issues right across the 
country. And the biggest problem state, New York, has gone through 
well-advertised difficulties in selling its bonds that forced substantial 
state and municipal retrenchments. 

The propensity of politicians to deficit-finance current expendi- 
tures to win the next election is similar worldwide (Buchanan, 1987). 
Call this wihngness to shift debts to future generations political short 
termi.rm. The big difference is that American politicians at the state and 
local levels are much more tightly disciplined by the capital markets 
from borrowing to cover government consumption than are their 
counterparts in European nation states or their counterparts at the 
federal level of the U.S. government. The vertical separation of 
American state governments from the money machine, and the hori- 
zontal tax competition with each other, are jointly responsible for 
curbing political short t~rmism. 
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Table 3. U.S. state-local debt, by type, per capita, FY 1992 

Region 
and 

state 

Total 
in 

USD 
3,849 
5,000 
4,752 
3,295 
5,494 
4,864 
5,908 
3,551 

Exhibit: 
7/1/92 Region 

population and 

Exhibit: 
7/1/92 

population 
(thousands) 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Gouemment Finance: 1991-02 
(Preliminary Report) Table 25. 
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W'hat are the implications of the American experience for Euro- 
pean countries that join the EMU? The low combined state-local debt 
in the U.S. (shown in Table 2) is an overly crude representation of the 
debt levels European countries could comfortably sustain in long-run 
equilibrium. But there are similarities. As in the American monetary 
union, an objective of the EAllJ 1s to separate verucally Exropean 
natlon states from any control over the European money machlne. 
Moreover, the consolidation of the European common market-by 
removing all restraints on firms, capital and labor moving across dif- 
ferent jurisdictions-will potentially make horizontal tax competiuon 
among E,uropean countries similar to that among American states.' 
Suppose that the EMU could have started from a clean slate fiscally 
with little or no debt at the national level, and with somewhat ex- 
panded authority for the central EU government in the American 
mode. Then, in long-run competitive equilibrium, the debt levels of 
the European national governments would not be so much hlgher 
than those observed today for American state governments. 

True, in mahng this heroic (some would say outrageous) compari- 
son, one should probably assume that more taxing and expenditure 
authority would conunue to reside in European nation states--even 
in the long run-than what we currently observe for American state- 
level governments. So equilibrium debt levels In Europe could be 
greater than the 16 percent average we now observe for American 
states and localities combined. Nevertheless, the current debt posi- 
tions of European countries-averaging 70 percent of GNP-re so 
much higher than their American state counterparts that, after the 
EMU, they would become dis~q~iIibmim overhangs. On bond Issues 
denominated in euros, national governments would then pay a large 
risk premium compared to that paid by the central E,U government or 
paid by premier private corporations. 

2.1 Self-fulfilling speculative attacks within the EMU 

The embodiment of these post-EMU risk premia is the possibility of 
runs on one or more European national governments. Once any gov- 
ernment with high debts-like Sweden's-loses control over its cen- 
tral bank, that is, over the money-issuing authority, an internal specu- 
lative attack on its creditworthiness becomes possible. True, being 

" i\/lcI<lnnon (1995) analyzes whether such compeuuon is more ben~gn than malign 
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within the EMU puts exchange-rate devaluation out of the question, 
but also makes the possibility of an outright internal default by a na- 
tional government more likely. 

Such an internal speculative attack could be properly earned in the 
mode of the old-crisis literature, or self-fulfihng in the mode of the 
new. The old-crisis literature had assumed ongoing domestic bank- 
credit expansion that would ultimately exhaust exchange reserves and 
provoke a speculative attack on the exchange rate (IGugman, 1979). 
What is the fiscal analogy for internal debt default? In the simplest 
case, if a country has a steady-state primary fiscal deficit and its real 
interest rate exceeds the economy's rate of growth, the debt-to-GNP 
ratio will (potentially) rise without limit. Then, because the country in 
question does not own its own central bank, a speculative attack 
against the government will soon come. The question is just a matter 
of timing. 

But there are other possibilities. Suppose a country not part of a 
common market or common currency starts with a substantial debt 
and flow of interest payments to service, and the real interest rate on 
the debt exceeds the rate of growth. If that country is prepared to run 
a sufficiently large offsetting primary surplus, then, in principle, the 
debt-to-GNP ratio can be stabilized at a sustainable level-ven if 
that debt level and the primary surplus are quite high in the new 
steady state. But in a common market, horizontal tax competition oc- 
curs among middle-level governments. Thus the government with the 
high debt may well be inhibited from raising taxes or cutting public 
services sufficiently because it wdl lose resources (its tax base) to 
neighboring jurisdictions. The capital markets will understand this, 
and once the country in question loses its central bank and various 
forms of seg~zio~age derived therefrom, its debt position will be seen to 
be unsustainable, and a run on the government could ensue. 

For countries in the EMU, what is the fiscal analogy to the new- 
crisis literature on self-fulfilling speculative attacks on the exchange 
rate? Suppose that a substantial steady-state debt-to-GNP ratio (with 
a correspondingly viable primary budget surplus) exists-provided 
that the economy stays on its full-employment growth path. But then 
some sharp regional downturn occurs--as happened to Sweden in 
1990-1992. 
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Figure 5a. Long- term interest rates (quarterly observations) 

GERMANY AUSTRIA NETHER. FRANCE 

Sozirce: IMF International Financial Statistics CD ROhI, hlar. 1996, line 61, government 
bond yield. 

Figure 5b. Long- term interest rates (quarterly observations) 

+ GERMANY SPAIN +SWEDEN +U.K. +ITALY 

Cource. I5IF Internauonal F~nanclal Stausucs CD ROhI, Mar. 1996, h e  61, government 
bond yield. 

The primary budget surplus declines and perhaps becomes negative 
because of the natural cyclical decline in net tax revenue, and the gov- 
ernment comes under political pressure to embark on a discretionary 
Iceynesian-style counter-cyclical policy. Because the option of de- 
valuing the crown and engaging in a monetary expansion has been 
foreclosed, this Iceynesian pressure may be greater in the EMU. As 
the debt balloons, interest rates begin to increase and raise the cost of 
its refinancing. Both the higher stock of debt and higher interest rate 
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then increase (perhaps dramatically) the primary budget surplus that is 
necessary to sustain the debt-to-GNP ratio. Because the government 
finds itself in tough tax competition with its neighbors, the markets 
see that engineering the necessaq increase in the primary surplus has 
become unfeasible. Interest rates on debt rollovers rise further, lead- 
ing to a speculative attack on the government, whch may have to de- 
clare a moratorium on paying any interest if it does not default out- 
right. 

So the concern of many European governments of losing fiscal 
control once the EMU ensues, leading to some modest effort to 
comply with the weak Maastricht limits on debt and deficits, is well 
founded. Simply moving from a weak system of exchange-rate pegs 
to full EMU will not necessarily reduce the risk premia in the interest 
rates of national government bonds. And the very low equilibrium 
debt levels of American state and municipal governments suggest that 
the Maastricht debt limits themselves are too high. 

But the EMU may have the advantage (over a weakly pegged ex- 
change-rate regime) of allowing pn'vute corporations to borrow with- 
out paying a steep risk premium. Under an EMU without currency 
risk per se, the default risk is more or less completely lodged with the 
national government. In an uncertainly pegged exchange-rate regime, 
by contrast, the threat of devaluation from speculative attacks gener- 
ates currency risk that increases the costs of private and government 
borrowing. 

2.2 A fiscal program for sustaining the EMU 

Implicit in the previous analysis, major fiscal adjustments would be 
necessary if Sweden opts for the EMU. Figure 6, courtesy of Mats 
Persson (1996), shows Swedish debt in a remarkably long historical 
perspective from 1865 to 1995. Except for a spike in the early 1940s 
associated with the dislocation of war, Swedish gross debt ranged 
from 10 to 20 percent of GNP until the early 1970s- manageable 
level from the perspective of American state governments (see Table 
2). But then the Swedish government, in common with industrial 
countries the world over, had a remarkable softening of its budget 
constraint in the early 197Qs,%ith debt reaching 40 percent of GDP 

8Elsewhere I argue (i\/IcI(innon, 1996a) that this budget softening in the industrial 
countries was due to the collapse of the fixed-rate dollar standard in 1971. 

212 
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in 1980, and then ratcheting up rapidly in the 1990s to approach 90 
percent at the present time. 

Figure 6. Swedish government debt 1865-1995 
(percentage of GDP) 

Soume: Persson (1 995) 

This shift from low to high debt is quantitatively greater, and more 
rapid, than that in other OECD countries. Neither the level of Swed- 
ish debt nor its rate of change are compatible with Sweden entering 
the EMU in the first round planned for 1999. But other European 
countries also have had debt buildups which are uncomfortably high 
(Table 1). 

So what should be the fiscal principles followed by European 
countries generally, but Sweden in particular, in preparing for the 
EMU? 

First, a major fiscal consolidation, with the development of pri- 
mary budget surpluses, to build down national debt levels is needed. 
By the standards of American states, even the permissible Maastricht 
debt level of 60 percent of GNP may not, after the EMU, be sustain- 
able in the steady state. But a clear program for systematically work- 
ing the debt down could have sufficiently favorable expectations ef- 
fects to forestall a run on the government if other condiuons, which 
are discussed later on, are satisfied. 

Second, anjr such program must be sustained ajeer the EMU. This 
raises the question of whether the Stability Pact, as proposed by Mr. 
Theo Waigel, the German Finance Minister, was not watered down 
too much in the Dublin Summit on December 13, 1996. 

Waigel had earlier proposed that automatic fines be imposed on 
any member country whose budget deficit exceeded the Maastricht 
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limit of three percent of GDP unless the unlucky country had suf- 
fered a fall in GDP of two percent or more over the previous four 
quarters. Then it could pursue Keynesian counter-cyclical fiscal pol- 
icy-free of sanctions and with possible budget deficits exceeding the 
three-percent rule. 

At the Dublin summit, the Germans had to accept a compromise 
where the sanctions no longer are automatic if GDP only falls be- 
tween 0.75 and 2.0 percent. Then, if the fiscal deficit exceeded three 
percent, the Council of Ministers would have to decide by majority 
vote whether the country in question was violating the Maastricht 
rules. In effect, the sanction was changed from being rules based and 
automatic to being discretionary and political. Nevertheless, as a rule, 
the presumption is that an errant country would be sanctioned. 

Third, because of even greater tax competition within the EU after 
successful monetary union, the fiscal restraint-if it is to be sustain- 
able---should come through expenditure cuts rather than tax in- 
creases. And since national government investment in infrastructure 
and education is an important part of competition with other Euro- 
pean states, the bulk of the cuts would have to come in social welfare 
payments, which, anyway, are 60 to 70 percent of Swedish govern- 
ment spendmg. 

Foartl~, to minimize the possibility of a self-fulfikng specdative 
attack, the term structure of government debt should be lengthened. 

On this last issue, Sweden appears to be doing much better than 
several other hghly indebted European countries-particularly Italy. 
Despite the huge ballooning of debt in the 1990s, the average term to 
maturity of crown-denominated debt increased from 2.5 years in 1992 
to 3.5 years in 1994 (Persson, 1996). The average term of German 
national debt is probably much higher because the Bandesbank suc- 
cessfully opposes an_y issues of short-term (less than one year) gov- 
ernment debt. 

But countries such as Sweden on the periphery, with htgher nomi- 
nal interest rates than in Germany, have a term-structure dilemma. If 
they intend to join the EMU in the future, after a successful fiscal 
consolidation (as previously discussed), their nominal interest rates 
should come down once, say, the Swedish government debt is con- 
verted from crowns to euros. But if the existing debt outstanding is 
long term, the government would benefit less from the post-EMU 
reduction in interest rates than if it had continually rolled over short- 
term debt. 
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Perhaps the best solution for a high-interest country such as Swe- 
den, subject to self-fulfilling speculative attacks, is to proceed with 
lengthening the term structure of the existing debt denominated in 
crowns, but to do so by issuing callable bonds. Then if Sweden's entry 
into the E,MU is successfully realized, the bonds can be called and 
converted into euros if a lower interest rate on euro-denominated as- 
sets prevails. To  minimize the incremental cost of the call feature, the 
bond contract could limit conversion only to the case of refinancing 
In euros. 

In summary, quite drastic fiscal consolidation must be taken by 
Sweden, and several other Exropean countries, before joining the 
EMU. The creation of a politically independent, national-fiscal coun- 
cil-to set binding ceilings on current deficit-s and time lines on the 
building down of existing debt-ould be the institutional embodi- 
ment of new government resolve to change old fiscal habits. The par- 
allel idea would be that of an independent central bank, which is in- 
stitutionally shielded from the immediate political pressures on to- 
day's government to conduct monetary policy with a high degree of 
autonomy. 

Preparing for the EMU could be a useful catalyst to induce na- 
tional governments to undertake fiscal reforms that are highly desir- 
able anyway, particularly in protecting future generations. Indeed, this 
reform motive may be the strongest, if seldom made, economic ar- 
gument for proceeding with a full-scale monetary union. The caveat is 
that the EU central government, now the proud owner of the new 
central bank, must be constrained somehow from abusing its new 
position as the preferred borrower in euros in the European-wide 
capital market @IcI<lnnon, 1995). It would be tragic if the Commis- 
sion's newly softened budget constraint led to a debt buildup like that 
of the U.S. federal government. 

11: exchange-rate arrangements for 
European countries outside the monetary union 

Suppose an inner group of E,uropean countries succeeds in forming 
the E,MU. Euros with reasonably stable purchasing power begin to 
circulate. For those EU countries not in the monetary union, perhaps 
only temporarily, the natural monetary anchor ~vould be the exchange 
rate with the euro in a new E,Rn4 system (ERhZ 11). 
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3 .1  An asymmetrical system 

The clarity of purpose of EhI1 I1 would make it much easier to man- 
age than the old Emf, where the ecu was a rather weak and seldom 
used monetary indicator, and where the old bilateral parity grid was 
overly cumbersome because each national central bank had become 
responsible for maintaining too many cross rates of exchange. Indeed, 
if a major purpose of the old ELM was to allow countries other than 
Germany to peg covertly to the German mark, implementing the bi- 
lateral parity grid could, and &d, lead to inconsistencies with that ob- 
jective (Pill, 1995a). 

Instead, if each out (a European country not in the EMU) pegged 
its exchange rate unambiguously to the euro within, say, 515 percent 
(which is the band width in the present EkWI system), the whole con- 
stellation of exchange rates with other outs would be determined by 
triangular arbitrage in private markets. The range of exchange-rate 
variation between any pair of outs would be twice as wide (k 30 per- 
cent), which seems far too large. In that case, competitive deprecia- 
tions could still pose serious problems. 

Like the classical dollar standard, under Emf 11, the conduct of 
monetary policy would be more purely asymmetrical. The European 
Central Bank (ECB) would formulate its monetary policy independ- 
ently of the foreign exchanges. As discussed later on, the ECE should 
target the level (rather than the rate of change) of a producer price 
index (IPPI) weighted across all the ins (countries in the EMU). Each 
out central bank would have the primary responsibility of bending its 
monetaq policy toward maintaining its exchange rate with the euro, 
by unsterilized intervention if necessary. And, to honor its obligation 
to maintain a fixed exchange parity with the euro in the long run, the 
out-country's domestic credit expansion would still aim to stabilize 
the level of its producer price index (iLlclGnnon, 1996b). 

But the new euro standard would dffer in some significant re- 
spects from the classical dollar standard, which functioned with ex- 
change controls on capital account for most countries other than the 
U.S. 

First, because of the single European act of 1986, most of the outs, 
including Sweden and Britain, would start off without exchange con- 
trols on capital account. (Less highly developed outs with a proclivity 
to inflate, such as those in eastern Europe--including Greece, could 
be excused from t h s  obligation.) So in the short run, they would be 
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more vulnerable to self-fulfikng speculative attacks, as per the new 
crisis literature and to what Sweden actually suffered over 1990-1992. 

Second, the outs would differ from the participants in the classical 
dollar standard insofar as they were aiming to converge to a common 
currency regime. Because they do not intend to inflate at a higher rate 
than those within the EMIJ, the outs would not avail themselves of 
the Bretton Woods' option of occasional controlled devaluations. 
But how should they manage self-fulfihng attacks on their exchange 
rate? Can the rules of the game be established so that such speculative 
attacks, even when successful, are unlikely to fatally undermine the 
Eh\4 I1 agreement itsel0 

3.2 Temporary suspensions of exchange parities: 
the restoration rule 

The behavior of countries operating under the international gold 
standard before 1914 is instructive. In the face of a liquidity crisis, a 
country would sometimes resort to the use of gold devices, that is, it 
would raise the buying price for gold or interfere with its exportation. 
This amounted to a minor, albeit temporary, suspension of its tradi- 
tional gold parity. In more major crises including wars, a few outright 
suspensions for some months or years occurred. But in the long run, 
the gold standard was very successful in having countries adhere to 
their traditional exchange parities while anchoring the common price 
level. In early 1914, exchange rates and wholesale prices were virtually 
the same as they had been in the late 1870s. 

What gave the pre- 19 1 4 gold standard its long-run resilience? After 
any short-run crisis that forced the partial or complete suspension of 
a gold parity, the country in question was obliged to return to ~ t s  tra- 
ditional parity as soon as practicable. I dubbed this unwritten obhga- 
tion of the classical gold standard the ~estoratiofz rule (rvlcI<innon, 
1996b). Even during a currency crisis that undermined the govern- 
ment's abihty to sustain convertibility in the near term, because of the 
restoration rule, longer-term exchange-rate expectations remained 
regressive regarding the countrJ.'s traditional gold parity. Corre- 
spondingly, long-term interest rates showed httle volatihty bj modern 
standards. And without significant financial risk, thelr levels also re- 
mained low: about 3 percent in the UI< and 4 percent in the U.S. 

The parallel for the case of the euro standard is quite clear. Each 
out country sets its long-run monetary policy to be consistent with 
maintaining a traditional exchange rate against the euro, which 
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amounts to having the same long-run rate of price inflation (optimally 
zero) in its producer price index as those in the EMU. The out- 
country's central bank also announces that it will normally adjust 
short-run monetary policy and intervene to keep its exchange rate 
within, say, + 5 percent, where the central rate is calculated to be 
aligned to the two P P I s a  version of purchasing power parity. But 
faced with a massive speculative attack like Sweden faced in Septem- 
ber 1992, euro convertibility would be temporarily suspended. In the 
face of a cyclical downturn, the government would not have to in- 
crease short-run interest rates exorbitantly to defend the currency. 

But this is not the end of the story. Any suspension of convertibil- 
ity would only be temporary. As soon as practicable after the specula- 
tive attack, the out-country's central bank would begin nudging its ex- 
change rate back up toward its traditional euro parity. France provides 
the best modern example of a country following the restoration rule 
de facto. The massive speculative attack against the franc in September 
1993 forced a virtual suspension of the EkV bilateral parity grid in 
which the official exchange-rate margins were made much wider. Yet, 
subsequently, the franc-mark exchange rate quickly returned close to 
its tradtional level (Figure 3). Compared to the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  French long- 
term interest rates closely tracked German ones in the 1990s (Figure 
5a). 

Allowing for temporary crisis-based suspensions of convertibility, 
followed by (gradual) restoration of the traditional parity, poses 
problems for speculators. They have no clear point at which to get 
out of their contract (short in the out-country's currency) to realize 
speculative profits. In contrast, a more or less discrete devaluation in 
response to a speculative attack, with no attempt at restoration, makes 
it easy for speculators to get out safely. Paradoxically, even though 
speculators know that temporary suspensions of convertibility are 
possible, speculative attacks may well be less likely if they also know 
in advance that the restoration rule is in place. 

So, in response to a speculative attack, temporary parity suspen- 
sion with some depreciation, coupled with a restoration rule, would 
have substantial advantages: 
8 In the short run, the out government is not forced to increase in- 

terest rates sharply in a cyclical downturn. 
In the medium run when the errant exchange rate is nudged back 
up, the problem of accidental competitive devaluation is mitigated. 
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e In the long run, the oat-country's central bank can keep the do- 
mestic price level consistent with eventually joining the EMU at its 
traditional euro exchange parity. 

111: A politically incorrect substitute 
for the EMU 

Suppose the EblU fails to materialize. Either European countries 
cannot agree to waive the Maastricht conditions, or for other reasons 
their political consensus favoring the EMU dissolves. Even so, the 
need for exchange stability within the EU would still be paramount, 
and some new agreement to restrict the range of exchange-rate varia- 
tion would be necessary. Let us call any such new exchange-rate re- 
gime E , M  111. My preferred version of ERnll I11 differs from the old 
E,RM, which virtually fell apart in the early 1990s although it still for- 
mally exists. ERM 111 would also differ from E,RM 11, which (as de- 
scribed previously) is designed to coexist with, rather than substitute 
for, the EMU. 

To fix ideas on ERM 111, let us first diagnose the problems and 
contradictions within the old ERhl-to establish a basis for a new, 
improved version. Since its inception in 1979, the old EXh4 was, in 
fact, a key currency system based on the German mark-a greater 
German mark area. For good historical reasons, Germany provided 
the monetary anchor for the group. But this inherent economic 
asymmetry between Germany and other European countries could 
not be formally recognized politically: all member countries were to 
have symmetrical rights and obligations, at least p f ~ ~ f o ~ m a .  This con- 
tradiction between economic reality and political convenience caused 
design flaws in the institutions governing the old EmlI, flaws that 
made it unnecessarily vulnerable to speculative attack. The problem- 
atic design of parity commitments for exchange rates, sanctions on 
peripheral countries against using exchange controls on flows of fi- 
nancial capital, and the lack of Community accountability by the Ban- 
desbank, all arose because of the false attempt to presen7e a superficial 
political symmetry among EU countries. Let us consider the ex- 
change-rate issue first. 
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4.1 A bilateral parity grid? 

To achieve seeming political symmetry, Germany's important an- 
choring role in the old Emf was (is) not properly reflected in its par- 
ity regime. Although EItV countries still formally define their central 
rates against the ecqg for defending band limits, each E&1/I member 
focuses on its corresponding bilateral central rates with every other 
member. At least before the upheavals of August 1993 forced a dra- 
matic widening of the bands to a meaningless 1 15 percent, European 
central banks had defended the original 1 2.25 percent bands around 
all bilateral parities: the so-called bilateral parity grid. Whenever any 
bilateral band was at full stretch, the stronger currency country lent to 
the weaker to finance the official intervention. Rather than using the 
German mark directb as the n.ztmei.aif*e currency, official interventions 
focused on preserving the bilateral parity grid. 

More than just a curiosity, this disjointness between the symmetry 
of the Emf parity regime and Germany's asymmetrical role in pro- 
viding the anchor currency was a major reason (although not the only 
one) why the exchange parities proved so vulnerable to speculative 
attack. Pill (1995a) showed that adding new members to the pre- 
August 1993 bilateral parity grid increasingly constrained the effective 
range of exchange-rate variation to less than the formally permitted 
variation of 12.25 perceiit. In Pill's words, the effective band became 
increasingly more restricted and narrower than the notional band. 

In particular, any country that wanted to peg directly to the Ger- 
man mark as the best and most convenient anchor for its own 
monetary policy continually found itself being bound by its bilateral 
obligations to member countries other than Germany. Pill cites the 
example of the peseta/sterling rate being a constraint on British 
monetary policy in the summer of 1992 because of the unusual 
strength (false, as it turns out) of the Spanish currency in this period. 
As membership increases, the core countries become more vulnerable 

'A weighted basket of Europearl currencies called the ecu (European currency unit) 
is the formal nnnzi~aire for defining par values. The basket contains major and minor 
European currencies, some of which were subject to capital controls. Initially, each 
member country was supposed to intervene when its own currency's market rate 
diverged too much from its central ecu rateaccording to an ERM divergence in- 
dicator. This proved awku~ard because intervention did not take place with a basket 
of currencies. To enforce the band limits, governments preferred to hold and use 
major currencies like the mark with deep capital markets and no convertibility re- 
strictions. Thus the divergence indicator quick1)- fell into disuse. 
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to shocks on the periphery and to peculiar gyrations in minor curren- 
cies. 

Another way of appraising the bilateral parity grid is to note how 
the number of potential official interventions rises much faster than 
the increase in new members. Suppose there are N member countries 
in the ERM. Then if each palr must maintain a bilateral parity (with a 
band around it), the total number of pairs is '/z N@T-1). 

As the Emf membership increases, the number of potential offi- 

cial interventions increases by the order of IdL! Thts helps to explain 
why continual, and sometimes frenetic, official intervention was nec- 
essary to maintain the ERlW parity grid before its seeming demise in 
August 1993. Even in times of relative calm, European central bank- 
ers conferred daily to identify which currencies were strong or weak, 
and to prepare to intervene in a multitude of different c u r r e n c i e s q r  
to extend credit one way or another. 

In addition, the formal symmetry in the ERhl rules, where Ger- 
many's foreign exchange-rate obligations were treated the same as any 
other  country"^, posed a potential threat to Germany's monetary 
autonomy. The rules of the bilateral parity grid also required the 
strong-currency central bank to lend freely to a weak-currency central 
bank. If massive amounts of German mark claims on the Bnad~~bank  
are sold to buy weak European currencies In some foreign exchange 
crisis, Germany's ability to provide a stable anchor for the system is 
impaired if not unhinged altogether. 

4.2. One national currency as numdrsire? 

Although not politically correct, a more economically efficient 
method of settlng exchange parities would be to recognize explicitly 
that ERVI 111 was a German-mark zone. Other than Germany itself, 
each member country would then be responsible for one, and only 
one, exchange parity: that against the German marli. So any exchange 
interventions and monetary adjustment to support ~ t s  parity would be 
the responsibility of the country in question. No matter how large N 
became, there would be just N-1 official parities. E,ach national cur- 
rency could vary over the full range of its formal band with the Ger- 
man mark, say i: 2.25 percent (or something narrower depending on 
how the new E,RM 111 was negotiated), without being haphazardly 
restricted by the exchange interventions of other countries. New 
members could be added without complicating hfe for the old ones, 
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that is, without cross effects from interventions against the German 
mark in any one marlset to neighboring ones. So Emf 111 would be 
easily expandable to include more countries on the periphery. 

Asymmetrically, as the nth country without an official parity obli- 
gation under E L I  111, Germany would have the degree of monetary 
freedom necessary to anchor the price level. Because it was no longer 
obligated to provide, sometimes massive, balance-of-payments sup- 
port to other members, it would have more secure control over the 
German money supply. But the important question of how, under 
E M  III, Germany would be accountable to the other members re- 
mains to be discussed. 

If this politically incorrect format were adopted, EkVI 111 would 
then look similar to the dollar standard of the 1950s and 1960s. Un- 
der Bretton K'oods, Article IV was interpreted to have all participat- 
ing countries (other than the U.S.) peg to the dollar and bend their 
monetary policies and official interventions to this end. The U.S. Fed- 
eral Reserve System was then left with sufficient autonomy to deter- 
mine the common price level and remain passive to the exchange-rate 
and balance-of-payment objectives of the other members 
(McI(lnnon, 1996b). 

Surprisingly, the inner core of European countries may already 
have informally adopted this old Bretton Woods9 format. Fill (1995a) 
interprets the events of August 1993 as informally establishing an ex- 
change-rate regime consistent with the ideal of ERIVI 111 as a German- 
mark zone. By mahng the new official bands in the bilateral parity 
grid extremely wide, the old ERnl preserved political symmetry. But, 
within the stable inner core, these wider bands no longer were bind- 
ing. Since 1993, France, Belgium, Denmark, and the Netherlands and 
Austria peg freely to the German mark well within the old range of 
i2.25 percent or less. Thus Germany can better manage its monetary 
policy without being so disturbed by monetary events on the periph- 
ery. Turmoil in the foreign-exchange markets of other coun- 
tries-Britain, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and newer mem- 
bers-no longer interferes with the inner core operating the regime as 
a German mark zone. So a nascent EhM I11 already exists! 

4.3. Reinterpreting the 1992-1993 turmoil in the E M  

The new wisdom on self-fulfihng speculative attacks is insightful be- 
cause it is time consistent. Private expectations are aligned with what 



governments are likely to do over the course of the business cycle. 
But this new view is too pessimistic about the prospects for stabiliz- 
ing exchange rates among natlonal monies in separate circulation, that 
IS, it is too pessimistic about the prospects for either ERhI 11 or E,RM 
111. I argue that writers in this new-crisis literature are overreacting to 
the European exchange-rate mayhem of the early 1990s, mayhem that 
was far more exceptional than the new wisdom would suggest. The 
cyclical downturns that triggered speculative attacks roihng the old 
ERA4 in the early 1990s were not independent random events. 

First, the boom-and-bust cycles in Britain, Spain, and Sweden (a 
shadow ERbf member) and to a lesser extent Italy and F r a n c e f r o m  
the mid-1 980s-to the early 1990s resulted from attempting to disin- 
flate by using the exchange rate as the nominal anchor. The prema- 
ture abolition of capital controls in 1986-1989, while trying to disin- 
flate, led to excessive capital inflows, losses of monetary control, and 
oven~alued exchange rates. 

Second, the bust part of these cycles was greatly aggravated in 
1990-1994 by Germany's fiscal upheaval from the costs of reunifica- 
tion. The consequent defla~onary impact of German fiscal deficits on 
other European countries was unduly magnified by Germany's 
asymmetrical position as the monetary anchor in the ERM and by the 
RundcrDankr.r the lack of accountability for deflationary pressure in 
other countries. 

The unlucky juxtaposition of these two parallel sequences of fi- 
nancial events, with the very awlcxvard specification of the bilateral 
parity grid as previously described, culminated in the monetary crises 
of the early 1990s and the temporary breakdown of the old ERM. But 
simllar problems in the future could be mitigated by a properly re- 
designed ERhf 111, once these new arrangements accurately reflect 
Germany's asymmetrical economic positlon at the center of the new 
system. 

But first let us consider each of these problems in more depth. 

4.4. Boom and bust with an exchange-raee anchor: 
the role of capital controls on the periphery 

While still facing some residual inflation by the mid 1980s, Britain, 
France, Italy, and Spain opted to peg their currencies to the German 
mark (imperfectly by means of the bilateral parity grid) as a nominal 
anchor for lending credibility to their antl-inflationary policies. Swe- 
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den was not part of the bilateral parity grid but it did use a basket peg 
dominated by the German mark-s previously discussed. 

Because they had experienced higher inflation than in Germany, 
with occasional devaluations against the mark in the 1980s (Figures 7 
and 3), all had nominal interest rates that were substantially higher 
than those in Germany (Figure 5b). But by 1987, new commitments 
to peg their exchange rates had become firm, at least in the short and 
medium terms, even though interest rates remained misaligned. (Not 
even minor exchange-rate adjustments occurred between 1987 and 
the September crisis of 1992.) With little or no possibility of devalua- 
tion in the short run, speculators found the higher nominal interest 
rates in all five countries very attractive. Inflows of international fi- 
nancial capital became substantial: what I call the capital inflow effect. 

To prevent their currencies from appreciating in the face of actual 
or incipient capital inflows in the late 1980s, the five monetary 
authorities had to be more expansionaq than they would have liked. 
So both internal and external credit constraints were relaxed, with in- 
flationary consequenceslO. Figure 7 shows that the rates of inflation in 
the PPIs of all five countries continued to be higher than that of 
Germany's from 1984 through 1991, leading to some cumulative real 
overvaluation of their currencies (Figure 8a). 

Depending on the degree of credibility about their exchange-ra-te 
pegs, the five countries' interest differentials with Germany narrowed 
after pegging, but the differentials still remained significant as late as 
1992 (Figure 5b). Was this apparent lack of credibility in the (long- 
run) prospects for their exchange-rate pegs responsible for the infla- 
tionary booms? 

10This over-borrowing syndrome can well be aggravated if disinflation is part and 
parcel of a more general program of economic liberalization, as in the British case 
(McIGnnon and Pill, 1996). 

224 
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Figure 7. Producer prices, 1990 = 100, (quarterly observations) 

+AUSTRIA FRANCE + GERMANY + ITALY 

+NETHER. SPAIN +SWEDEN - U.K. 

1 30 

Sai~rce: IhIF International Financial Statistics CD ROhI, Mar. 1996, line 63 

Figure 8a. Real exchange rates vs German mark, 1990 Q1 = 100 
(quarterly observations) 

+ ITALY SPAIN +SWEDEN + U.K. 

Source: ILIF International Financial Statistics CD ROM, hlar. 1996, lines rf, 63 
xote: Bilateral nominal exchange rates deflated by producer-price indices. 
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Figure 8b. Real exchange rates vs German mark, 1990 Q1 = 100 
(quarterly observations) 

+AUSTRIA -4- FRANCE -A- NETHER. 

Soztrce: IhLF International Financial Statistics CD RON, Mar. 1996, lines rf, 63. 
~ Y o t e :  Bilateral nominal exchange rates deflated by producer-price inhces. 

Surprisingly, no. Suppose that among our five countries, country A's 
nominal interest rates had fallen rapidly to the German level because 
of full credibility of its exchange-rate peg after 1986. A's problem of 
an excessively stirnulatory macroeconomic policy would still remain. 
Although A's nominal interest rates were now the same as Germany's, 
its ongoing residual inflation, as aggravated by (temporary) capital in- 
flows, would imply that its real interest rate would fall well below that 
prevailing in Germany. This real interest rate effect led to the famous 
Walters Cntique of dlsinflating with an exchange-rate anchor and no 
capital controls. Alan Walters (1986 and 1990) criticized Chancellor 
Nigel Lawson for h s  policy of shadowing the German mark, begin- 
ning in 1986, on just these grounds. Waiters focused on the real inter- 
est-rate effect (for a more formal analysis of the Walters Cm'tique, see 
&Idler and Sutherland, 1991) and dld not recognize the inflationary 
impact of the capital flows (Pill, 1995b). 

Contrary to what is commonly thought, the credibility of the ex- 
change-rate pegs to the German mark was not the key issue in gener- 
ating continued inflationary pressure. True, if interest rates dld not 
converge quickly, then the capital-inflow effect would undermine 
domestic monetary policy in the short run. But if interest rates con- 
verged immediately because of the peg's high credibility, then the real 
interest-rate effect (the Walters Cmtique) could still lead to an inflation- 
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a n  boom. In the late 1980s, some combination of the capital-inflow 
effect and the real-interest-rate effects was operative in all five coun- 
tries. This prevented inflation in their PPIs from converging to the 
German level, as Figure 7 shows. 

Because their exchange rates were pegged in the face of this on- 
going inflation, the profitability of investing in tradable goods pro- 
duction began to look increasingly unattractive after 1987. So in the 
late 1980s, the expanded credit flows went into nontradables such as 
residential and commercial real estate and in some cases, such as Brit- 
ain's, fueled a substantial increase in expenditures for personal con- 
sump ti on. 

The subsequent collapse in real estate prices (the bust part of the 
cycle) was aggravated by threatened bank insolvencies in 1990-1993 in 
Sweden, Spain, and France. Also on the bust part of this cycle, the 
burgeoning unemployment and fiscal deficits in these countries 
sparked the speculative attacks on all their currencies, as per the new 
crisis literature. 

Courtesy of the OE,CD, the output gaps (deviations from trend 
GNP growth) plotted in Figure la, shows rather dramatically this 
boom-and-bust cycle for all five of our peripheral countries, pealiing 
about 1989-90, with the nadir of the bust in real output in 1993. 

In contrast, the monetarily integrated inner core--Austria, Ger- 
many and The Netherlands, where disinflation was not neces- 
sary-showed much less CJ-clical variation over this period (Figure 
lb). 

The differential in cyclical variation in the unemployment rates of 
these hvo groups of countries (Figures 2a and 2b) from the late 1980s 
to the early 1990s tells much the same story. 

\Vhat have we learned? In the absence of controls on capital in- 
flows, the dangers of disinflating, by relying on the exchange rate as 
an nominal anchor, are now well understood. 

Only when domestic rates of inflation and nominal interest rates 
are more or less aligned with those prevailing in the putative anchor 
country or group, is it safe to enter into a fairly tight exchange-rate 
agreement without protection from international financial flows on 
capital account. 

Conversely, if a country chooses to disinflate with the help of an 
exchange-rate anchor, it should also maintain controls on flows of 
liquid financial capital. Under the first hlitterrand government, in 
1981-1984, France leaned heavily on its peg to the German mark and 
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controls on capital account to disinflate and successfully discipline a 
potentially high-spending government into fiscal and monetary mod- 
eration. But France experienced more trouble in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s after capital controls were removed. 

What are the lessons here? Once our putative EhII 111 is explicitly 
recognized as a German-mark zone, the rules of the game should 
permit peripheral countries to impose capital controls, particularlji on 
inflows of hot money, when circumstances warrant. Attempted disin- 
flation, using the exchange rate as the nominal anchor, is one of those 
circumstances. More generally, entering into a hard exchange-rate 
commitment with large cross-country differences in long-term nomi- 
nal interest rates is perilous, particularly in the absence of capital con- 
trols. 

In contrast, the center country, Germany, could not impose ex- 
change controls without destroying the underlying monetary mecha- 
nism. The German mark can only fulfill its role as key currency, that 
is, anchor and n~mkraire, if other countries can freely acquire exchange 
reserves in German marks and draw them down as necessary. They 
then become responsible for intervening to maintain the exchange- 
rate regime, whereas the Bandesbunk retains its independence for peg- 
ging the common price level. 

This asymmetry in the rules of the game, which I am proposing for 
E k i  111, is similar to that prevailing under the classical dollar stan- 
dard. At the end of World War 11, high inflation, either open or re- 
pressed, was rampant among all western European countries that had 
participated in the war. Under the aegis of the Marshall Plan, they had 
all managed to get inflation more or less under control by 1950, with 
the formation of the European Payments Union, which depended 
heavily on each country tahng responsibility for fixing its currency to 
the U.S. dollar as the external nominal anchor (hIcIOnnon, 1996b). 

Similarly, with heavy postwar inflation in Japan, stabilization under 
the Dodge Plan, in 1949, was built around fixing the yen at 360 to the 
dollar. But in all these successful postwar disinflations, the countries 
involved---other than the U.S.-maintained strict controls on capital 
account, although they did liberalize on current account. The U.S. 
Federal Reserve System was left with the freedom of action necessary 
to peg the common price level, and foreigners could freely hold dollar 
assets, or borrow in the New York capital market, without restraint. 

But the rules for our putative E M  I11 differ in two important re- 
spects from those of the classical dollar standard: 
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1 .  After any crisis-led suspension of a peripheral country's exchange 
parity (with the German mark), the restoration rule would apply. 
As described in the analysis of ERM 11, each peripheral country 
would aim for virtual exchange stability with the center. If a 
speculative attack forced suspension of its parity commitment, 
domestic monetary policy would aim to nudge the exchange rate 
back to its traditional parity with the German mark as soon as 
practicable. 

2. In determining its price-level objective, the Bundesbank would be 
more accountable to the stable inner core of countries-the Neth- 
erlands, Austria, and possibly now Franc-which have succeeded 
in integrating their monetary policies with Germany's. 

4.5. The accountability problem 

Reconcihng community accountability with the need for an inde- 
pendent nominal anchor is a subtle matter that cannot be fully ex- 
plored here. But the maln issue can be quickly sketched. If Germany, 
at the center of our putative ERM 111, experiences a major financial 
shock, how broadly or narrowly should it frame its price-level objec- 
tive? The fiscal shock from German reunification and increased Ger- 
man interest rates in 1990-1992, which contributed to the nse of the 
German mark w t h  the exchange-rate mayhem of 1992-1993, is an 
interesung, if extreme, example. 

Because of reunification's clouding of the German natlonal income 
accounts, the exact size of the fiscal shock is not easy to interpret. 
Both official revenues and expenditures increased sharply, but part of 
this was attributable to the increased size of the unified German 
economy. In 1989, the former West Germany had an overall fiscal 
deficit of only D M  3.6 billion. By 1992, the consolidated fiscal deficlt 
of West and East had risen to D M  73.1 bihon, or just 2.8 percent of 
GDP.  This does not seem like an overwhelming number. The reason 
may be that some of the expenditures were off-budget. 

In  addition, private investment expenditures in East Germany 
burgeoned. Consequently, a better measure of this overall reunifica- 
tion shock was the sharp deterioration in the German current ac- 
count-from a surplus of USD 57.3 billion in 1989-to a deficit of 
USD 21.6 bllLion in 1992. This swing of USD 79 billion (DM 118 bil- 
lion) over three years was significantly bigger than the deterioration in 
the government's official budgetary position. 
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This substantial expenditure shock was transmitted to the current 
account of the balance of payments remarkably fast so that Germany 
changed overnight from being a big capital exporter to being a net 
borrower. Interest rates rose in Germany to attract capital to the 
center. And this interest-rate effect was amplified by the Bundesbatzk's 
tight money policy designed to prevent inflation by preventing output 
in Germany rising above its natural level. This increase in interest - 

rates had a depressing effect on other European countries such as 
France and Sweden. But their expanded net exports to Germany was 
expansionary and took some of the pressure off their currencies in 
the foreign-exchange market. Thus it is important not to exaggerate 
the effects of the German fiscal shockper se. 

Remember that the boom-and-bust cycle in the peripheral EMS 
countries had been set in motion befare 1990, that is, before the costs 
of German reunification had become apparent. So the fiscal upheaval 
in Germany was not the sole cause, and perhaps not even the main 
cause of the breakdown in the old ERM mechanism in 1992-1993 and 
the cyclical downturns in the peripheral countries. That said, however, 
Germany's asymmetrical monetary position made the old ERM more 
vulnerable to fiscal shocks that originated in Germany than we would - 
like to see in any reformed system. 

The problem can be illustrated by considering the plight of France 
when the Bundesbank was following its extremely tight monetary pol- 
icy in the early 1990s. Figure 7 shows the French price level (PPI) fal- 
ling at about 2 percent per year from 1991 through to 1994, while the 
German PPI was quite stable. Moreover, after 1990, France had suc- 
ceeded quite well in integrating its monetary policy with that of Ger- 
many. French long-term interest rates had come down to less than 
one percentage point above GermanJ.ss (Figure 5a). More remarkably, 
after having been forced to more or less suspend its exchange parity 
in the turmoil of August 1993, France appears to have followed the 
restoration rule, suggested in Section 3.2. The franc has been nudged 
up against the German mark. So at 2.95 francs/German mark in April 
1996, it is very close to where it started before the 1993 suspension 
(Figure 3). 

If the Bundesbank had considered France to be part of the EWIlI's 
stable inner core, then it would not have ignored the fall in the 
French price level from 1991-1994. Given that France's economic 
size in the inner core approaches that of Germany's, German mone- 
tary policy should have been eased to the point where the combined 
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French-German PPI (along with smaller core countries) was fairly 
stable. Then the economic downturn, in France and in other Euro- 
pean countries, would not have been so severe, and the principle of 
targeting a stable price level would have been preserved. 

More generally, a common price-level objective should be defined 
for internationally tradable goods within the core group as a whole, 
rather than just for Germany in particular. Because it 1s consistent 
with the mutual commitment to fixed nominal-exchange rates, zero 
inflation in a common-producer price index is the natural target for a 
common monetan policy in the core countries @lcI<lnnon and 
Ohno 1989; Ohno, 1 993).11 Here, German producer prices would be 
given no more weight than Germany's relative GDP would warrant. 
So the Bundesbank would be bound to a price-level rule that would be 
at least partly external to Germany. But this would be an advantage to 
the German monetary authorities. 

The Bunde.rbank could more easily face down German trade unions 
if it had to maintain an externally sanctioned price-level objective that 
could not be easily modified by the Bundesbank. The problem of time 
inconsistency in German monetary p o k y  would be mitigated by thls 
external constraint on the Bunde.rbank1.r discretionary power. 

In addition, the core central banks eventually should coordinate 
their monetary policies, mainly domestic credit expansion, so as to 
achieve thls price level objective for the E,U as a whole. Although the 
monies of the core countries would continue to circulate separately 
within narrow exchange margins, the collective monej supply of the 
core group could be a helpful intermediate monetary indicator for 
targeting the common producer price level. The core central banks 
would act in concert to determine their domestic credit expansions 
with a more or less common strategy for adjusting short-term interest 
rates. ~Mnor  adjustments in relative interest rates would be assigned 
to stabilize exchange rates, whereas aggregate credlt expansion would 
be assigned to stabilize the common producer price index, as ex- 
plained in more detall in McICinnon (1996b). 

IITrjing to ahgn prlce indices that contain the prices of nontradables, such as na- 
tional CPIs or GDP deflators, u-ould not he consistent w ~ t h  fixed nominal exchange 
rates @lcI<~nnon, 1996b) 
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5. Concluding note 

Once ERiW 111 was successfully launched in a situation when the 
EMU does not materialize, ever closer coordination among the 
monetary policies of the core countries, with more countries joining 
the core, would be the goal. Sweden's high nominal interest rates, re- 
flecting ~ t s  recent history of devaluations, would likely preclude it 
from being part of the core group at the beginning. But a determined 
effort to integrate Sweden's monetary policy with that of Germany's, 
much like the remarkable integration achteved by Austria and the 
Netherlands for more than a decade, and for France since 1990, 
would eventually align long-term interest rates on crown assets with 
those of the core countries. With a stable crown/mark exchange rate, 
Sweden would then have joined the core. 

On  the other hand, if the EMU successfully materializes, this 
Austria-Netherlands approach to monetary integration with the cen- 
ter, while still formally retaining separate national monies, also seems 
like a good interim target for Sweden at the outset of ERM 11. Be- 
cause Sweden would still require some years to get its public finances 
under control and lower long-term interest rates before joining the 
EMU, such a gradualist approach to monetary integration would be 
appropriate-not only for Sweden but for all the out countries part of 
ERM 11. 

When any out country tries to integrate monetarily with the center 
to achieve exchange stability, the big danger is potential over bor- 
rowing, that is, untoward inflows of hot money. Here it is desirable 
for a reformed E h I  11, or a reformed ERM 111, to permit prudential 
controls on banks and other domestic financial institutions in the out 

countries that strictly limit their foreign exchange risk exposure. 
These would be designed to restrain unusual short-term inflows of 
financial capital without significantly affecting direct investment or 
normal trade credit. 
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